We demonstrate the reconfiguration process of optical beam fields circulating in an open nano-meta-resonator cavity. The cavity is composed of four corners or quadrants of space filled alternatively with dielectric and metamaterial media. The media are assumed to be lossless, nondispersive and of parameters precluding impedance matching at the boundaries between the subsequent corners. Beam path retracement in the cavity is obtained from a resonance condition of phase compensation along each optical ray contributed to the circulating beam. Cross-polarization coupling between TM and TE components of elegant higher-order Hermite-Gaussian beams propagating in the resonator is analysed. The existence of the phenomena of beam excitation, filtering and switching predicted on these grounds is explicitly confirmed by numerical simulations. All phenomena described depend substantially on a field cross-sectional diameter of the circulating beams.
Introduction
One of the most important consequences of the invention of negative refraction materials is the possibility of building a perfect lens [1] . This intriguing device was predicted by Veselago some years ago [2] and confirmed more recently by Pendry [3] . The perfect lens has a flat metamaterial sheet of a double negative (DNG) metamaterial, with dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability of negative values such that the metamaterial impedance is exactly matched to the surrounding free space. The perfect lens is capable of focusing light even better than any conventional lens, due to the exact compensation of the field phase, and the amplitude changes along the light propagation path between an object and its image. Therefore, all spectral field components-propagating, surviving in the far field [2] , and evanescent, usually present in the near field only [3] -are exactly restored in the image plane.
As usually occurs, perfection entails idealization-in fact, the perfect lens only works perfectly in the limit of zero losses and zero dispersion. Therefore, the perfect lens cannot be exactly constructed in the real world, where finite losses and dispersion are present [4] . This issue was discussed in detail in [5] by Pendry and his collaborators from Imperial College, London, and the University of California, San Diego, and several ways to approach approximately the almost perfect action of a nearly perfect lens were proposed there. It was also indicated that in the asymmetric version of the perfect lens, where at one boundary of the DNG sheet the impedance matching condition was not exactly fulfilled, aberration effects occurred even for zero amounts of dissipation and dispersion. In this case, the DNG sheet was referred to as the near-perfect lens because different light rays intersect the image plane at slightly different points and thus the image is not exactly perfect [5, 6] .
Certainly, the perfect or nearly perfect lenses can be constructed from the DNG or, in general, negative refraction materials in several different multilayered configurations [6] [7] [8] . Further, besides the multilayered structures, other, already non-planar configurations can be obtained from previously analysed planar structures by carefully specified coordinate transformations, within the range of powerful techniques of transformation optics [9, 10] . Among the structures obtained by such transformations, the one alternatively built from DNG and free space corners (space quadrants) may especially attract attention, as assembling four such corners in one piece yields an open resonant cavity [5, 6] . A similar configuration was considered [6] in the context of Impedance matching at the inter-media boundaries and a number of ideal focusing points differentiate the type of cavity; (a) perfect impedance matching at all boundaries and four ideal foci, (b) perfect impedance matching at two vertical boundaries and two ideal foci, (c) impedance matching does not hold at any boundary, but still one ideal focus exists. Rays start from the point in the upper-left quadrant and circulate clockwise in the cavity. External rays of the beam field are determined by the Gaussian decrease in the beam transverse intensity distribution. They are shown as red and blue; the orange shadow indicates the other rays together in the beam interior.
photonic crystals [11, 12] . Three such cavities of different characteristics are sketched in figure 1.
In the cavity shown in figure 1(a), the perfect impedance matching exists at all planar inter-media boundaries. Therefore, no reflection at each half-plane between the subsequent corners exists. All rays representing the beam intersect exactly at one point in each quadrant, where the field phase and amplitude of the ray are exactly reconstructed after every round trip of the rays in the cavity. We refer to these points as 'ideal' foci (indicated by black dots in figure 1 ). This case can be understood as the cavity counterpart of the perfect lens [3] . Note that the resonance condition (6) , given in the next section for the cavity of general type, is equivalent to the impedance matching conditions valid in this case at each inter-media plane. Therefore, the resonance condition of the cavity is automatically satisfied there.
Contrary to the case in figure 1(a), the perfect impedance matching exists only at the two vertical half-planes in the configuration shown in figure 1(b) . At the remaining horizontal inter-media boundaries, nonzero reflection occurs. This cavity configuration may be interpreted as corresponding to the case of the near-perfect lens [6] . Still, the phase compensation survives at two upper intersection points of the rays-here in the first and the second quadrants-because the resonance condition (6) for the cavity is also imposed in this case. Finally, in figure 1(c), the impedance matching condition does not hold at any-horizontal or vertical-half-plane boundary. However, the phase compensation still survives at one intersection point of the rays-here shown in the first quadrant of the cavity-because the resonance condition (6) for the cavity is imposed in this case as well.
In this paper, we intend to progress one step further within the range described above and account for, as always being realized in practice, a finite two-dimensional cross-section of the light beam circulating in the open resonator. In the threedimensional case, contrary to the plane wave circulation in the two-dimensional cavity, a new phenomenon-the crosspolarization coupling (XPC) between two beam components of orthogonal polarization-in general occurs at any interface between two different media, provided that the impedance matching condition is not satisfied there [13, 14] . Therefore, the XPC effect disappears in case (a) in figure 1 and, in contrast, exists in cases (b) and (c). In case (b), the XPC effect is comparatively modest, contrary to the most general case (c), where this effect is expected to be much stronger. For this reason, we will only discuss the action of the beam circulating in the open cavity for the configuration schematically described in figure 1(c).
We call this cavity the nano-meta-resonator (NMR) cavity, where 'meta' indicates the metamaterial ingredients of the cavity and 'nano' indicates the fact that the details of the metamaterials used should be of subwavelength dimensions, usually of the order of tens or hundreds of nanometres within a visible optical range. Due to that, the parameters of these nano-details usually contribute to the average macroscopic metamaterial parameters through the homogenization procedure described, for instance, in [15] .
In the following, our analysis of the beam field behaviour in the open NMR cavity will concentrate on special types of beams devised by Siegman some time ago in the context of beam propagation phenomena [16] . These beams-the elegant Hermite-Gaussian (EHG) beams-are the complexargument versions of the standard Hermite-Gaussian beams. Their three-dimensional field distributions satisfy the paraxial wave (Fock) equation and constitute a complete and mutually biorthogonal set of square-integrable functions representing the beam fields of finite total power flow [16] . Moreover, it was recently shown that such beams may be considered as normal modes of planar dielectric isotropic interfaces [13, 14] . Note that, in general, at any interface, the standard Hermite-Gaussian beams do not possess such a normal mode property [14] .
To be more specific at this point, let us briefly mention here that, at any planar isotropic inter-media plane (interface) and for any incident linearly polarized (TM, TE or diagonal) EHG beam, the transmitted and reflected beam fields consist of two orthogonal polarization components. One component-the 'direct polarization' (DP) component-follows the same type of polarization and spatial mode distribution as the incident beam. The second component-the 'cross-polarization' (XP) component-is excited by the XPC action at the interface. The XP beam component possesses the field polarization orthogonal to that of the incident beam. Moreover, it also displays a new spatial mode distribution, different from that of the incident beam and specific to a higher-order or lower-order EHG beam mode.
The notion of the normal modes at the interface means that for any linearly polarized EHG beam incident normally upon the isotropic interface, the reflected and refracted beams also exactly show the EHG beam mode patterns, although of different orders in one of their two polarization components. For oblique incidence, the normal modes differ from those of the normal incidence by only a spatial phase shift in their field distribution at the interface. Due to this characteristic normal mode feature, the EHG beams are particularly useful in analysing beam field behaviour at interfaces or, in general, at planar multilayered media [13, 14] . More details on the EHG beams will be given in the next section.
Note that in the two-dimensional case, that is, in the case where the reflecting structure and the incident/ reflected/transmitted beam fields are all uniform, say, in the y-direction, the problem becomes a scalar one, because it can be decoupled in the two independent TM and TE beam field components. Therefore, the XPC action is absent in this case. Still, however, even in this two-dimensional case, the field at the interface can be expressed in terms of the fundamental and higher-order EHG beams treated as the modes of beam propagation in free space [17] . On the other hand, in the three-dimensional case, the XPC excitation of the XP beam components exists at any isotropic planar structure, although the effectiveness of this excitation is usually rather small. It could be increased by making a beam width smaller, i.e. close or even below the paraxial limit value [14] , or by replacing external reflection by internal reflection, especially that close to the critical incidence [18] , or with the help of plane metamaterial surfaces [19] . The beam excitation by the XPC process critically depends on the incidence angle and its efficiency may be further increased by using, for instance, anisotropic materials [20] .
Moreover, it seems that, in certain circumstances, application of the NMR cavity configuration may lead to substantial enhancement of the beam excitation, augmented also by beam filtering and beam polarization switching phenomena. For carefully specified polarization of the input beam, the new excited beam component may even prevail in the total power of the beam field. In this paper, we will verify theoretically and numerically this possibility by using the NMR cavity configuration in such an excitation enhancement. The excitation efficiency η NMR = XP /( XP + DP ) is defined here as the ratio of the power of the excited polarization component XP to the total beam field power XP + DP . In figure 2 , the excitation efficiency η NMR in the resonator cavity is compared to the analogical excitation efficiency η MS at the metamaterial surface [19] . The ratio given in figure 2 anticipates results of the analysis presented in the following sections of this paper.
The problem is specified in section 2, where basic definitions of the EHG beams together with the XPC action on them at the planar isotropic interface are given and the main properties of the resonant cavity configuration are briefly described. Numerical analysis on the beam switching in the NMR cavity is presented, discussed and commented on in section 3. The main results of the paper are concluded in section 4. Orthogonality and biorthogonality relations for the EHG beam modes are specified in appendix A. Phase compensation and evanescent mode recovery in the NMR cavity are confirmed by straightforward computations in appendix B.
Specification of the problem
Properties of metamaterials, understood as artificially structured media with properties not available in nature, are related mainly to their structural elements, which are of subwavelength dimensions [1] [2] [3] 6] . These elements can be tailored in shape, size, orientation and composition to achieve desired material parameters usually evaluated through a homogenization procedure [15] . Therefore, relative dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability of metamaterial media, together with refractive indices related to them, are assumed here to be known, with values suitable to model the efficient action of the NMR cavity. In a special type of metamaterialthe DNG medium-real parts of all of these three parameters are negative.
In this case, the wave and Poynting vectors point in opposite directions and, along one round trip of the beam in the cavity, phase shifts accumulated during propagation may be compensated, as well as evanescent field components may be restored. However, these effects appear without distortions only in the case of lossless metamaterials without dispersion. Although almost lossless materials, at least in principle, seem possible to build [21] , we only consider here a generic configuration of the NMR cavity, where all media are treated in the limit of strictly lossless media, as well as without dispersion. Therefore, the negative refraction indices are assumed here to be real. In the case of the resonant cavity, described in subsection 2.2, the EHG beam refracts at successive interfaces between the metamaterial and dielectric media. At each such interface, the XPC effect occurs and may yield efficient field enhancement or excitation in a desired beam polarization component.
EHGs at a single interface
The EHG paraxial beam modes are solutions to the Fock equation [16] . These modes, normalized in power, read
where m and n are indices of the EHG beam in the x and y transverse directions, respectively, H m is the generalized Hermite polynomial,x,ȳ are the x and y transverse coordinates of the beam scaled to the beam width w w at a beam waist (here at z = 0),ν is a beam complex width ν also scaled to w w :
is a diffraction range. In the spectral domain, the higher-order polynomials are represented by subsequent powers of spectral coordinates k x or k y in transverse directions [22] and the EHG beam normalized in power of the order of m+n reads [13, 14] 
Biorthogonality and orthogonality relations of the EHG beams are recalled in appendix A. The EHG beams are normal modes of the scattering problem at the interface X-Y [13, 14] , where the coordinates X and Y are placed in the interface plane. The beam-interface XPC interaction results in the excitation of a new beam component of orthogonal polarization. At the interface, a linearly polarized (TE, along the Y coordinate or TM, along the X coordinate) incident EHG beam G (EH) m,n reflects to the first medium and refracts to the second medium. Therefore, there are, in general, two orthogonal polarization (TE and TM) beam components-the direct (DP) and the cross (XP) components-of the reflected and transmitted beams. For oblique incidence, the XPC phenomena, approximated to the first order ink ⊥ = (k X , k Y ), are written as [13, 14] 
where t (j ) s and t (j ) p are the Fresnel transmission coefficients at the inter-media boundaries specified by j = 1, 2, 3, 4, t CX = 1 2 (ηt p − t s ) is the transmission coefficient that characterizes the excitation of higher-order beam modes,k
and η = cos θ t / cos θ i with the incidence and refraction angles θ i and θ t at the interface, respectively. The multiplicationG
byk Y in equation (3) corresponds to the excitation of the higher-order EHG modes
where N +1 = √ 2/(2n + 1). Therefore, equation (3) can be rewritten into the form
where the excitation of the higher-order modes in the Ydirection is explicitly shown. The action of the XPC effect on the beam field exists at each interface in the NMR cavity configuration. It can substantially change the spatial composition of the beam field and its polarization state during beam propagation in the resonator cavity.
Nano-meta-resonator
The geometric configuration of the NMR cavity is depicted in figure 3 . The resonator is composed of four parts, indexed by numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4. Two of them are dielectrics (n 1 > 0 and n 3 > 0) and the next two are DNG materials (n 2 < 0 and n 4 < 0). The beam can be coupled into (green line) and out (red line) of the NMR cavity by proper change of the refractive index n 1 of medium 1. Details of this change are commented on below. Essential work of the NMR cavity under a strict resonance condition is drawn through the blue lines.
During propagation, the beam undergoes N round trips. Due to negative refraction at each interface between the metamaterial and dielectric medium, or vice versa, the beam may retrace its own path after one round trip. During this trip, the beam propagates through the first dielectric, where it diverges, then refracts to the first DNG medium, where it converges, then refracts to the second dielectric medium, where it diverges again, and, in turn, refracts to the second DNG medium, where it converges for the second time. At each interface, the refraction is negative, i.e. both angles, of incidence and of transmission (refraction), stay on the same side of the normal to the interface. For the perfect beam reconstruction in its propagation direction and in its spatial distribution, it is stipulated that after one round beam trip in the cavity, the beam waist position and the beam propagation direction remain unchanged. The same concerns the phase front of the beam, which means that the phase shift accumulated in the dielectric media has to be compensated in the DNG media. From Snell's laws at the four interfaces: n j sin θ N ij = n j +1 sin θ N tj +1 , j = 1, 2, 3, for the first three interfaces, where the subscripts i and t indicate the incident θ i and the transmitted θ t angles, respectively, together with n 4 sin θ N i4 = n 1 sin θ N+1 t1 at the fourth interface j = 4, it can be proved by direct algebraic computations that the above conditions are fulfilled in the resonator configuration provided that
Note that the angle of refraction at one interface is related to the angle of incidence at the next interface by the relation θ tj = 90 • − θ ij . This relation, together with Snell's laws and with the equality θ
between the incident angles in medium 1, leads to the condition (6) in the successive round trips enumerated by N and N + 1 (see also the derivation in appendix B). This condition is independent on beam propagation directions and dimensions of the resonator. Note also that the phase compensation was recently experimentally confirmed for a metamaterial resonator in the standard FabryPerrot configuration [23] .
It is also necessary to model the beam coupling and decoupling into and from the resonator. One example of a beam coupling-propagation-decoupling sequence that is possible to obtain in the NMR cavity is sketched in figure 4 . This sequence can be obtained by slightly changing the refractive index of the first dielectric medium from its value determined by condition (6) . The greater the n 1 , the greater the relative refraction indices between the dielectric and metamaterials, n 1 /|n 2 | and n 1 /|n 4 |. It makes the critical angle smaller and, for properly chosen parameters, the beam can be coupled into the cavity by total internal reflection (TIR) between media 1 and 4. Decoupling is achieved in the same way. After N round beam trips in the resonator cavity, the refractive index n 1 increases, the incidence angle increases, the critical angle decreases at the interface between media 1 and 2 and all of that results in TIR together with the beam decoupling from the cavity.
Note that in figures 4(a) and (c), the beam coupling and decoupling actions are enforced simply by setting the specified values of the refractive indices, slightly different from those necessary for the resonance action of the cavity shown in figure 4(b) .
In practice, these index changes can be accomplished externally by, for instance, the use of electrooptic effects. Perhaps, in the switching of this type of cavity, nonlinear effects at the interfaces within the cavity volume can also be used, similar to the conventional nonlinear switching phenomena at the bulk and semi-infinite nonlinear media [24, 25] .
What differentiates between the two orthogonal beam polarizations, and consequently between different mode beam patterns at the exit of the NMR cavity, is discussed in the following sections.
EHGs in the cavity
The beam field distribution between interfaces are obtained using the method of angular spectrum of plane waves [26] extended to tilted interfaces [27] , with the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation after a round trip equal to unity. The evaluation method of beam fields at the interfaces was introduced in detail in [13, 14] and summarized here by equation (3). On the grounds of (6), the phase shift of the spectrum components is equal to zero after one round trip (see the derivation in appendix B). The transfer matrix of N round trips in the cavity can then be written as
where T s , T p and T sX , T pX are the matrix elements for one round trip of the beam. Under the first-order approximation [18] , they read (4) s t (3) s t (2) s t ( 
1) s
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Analogous to those in (9), transmission coefficients for the incident TM polarization, with s replaced by p, can be obtained from (9) by the replacement t 
EHG beam propagation and excitation in the cavity
Let us consider the case of refraction indices for the dielectrics n 1 = 2, n 3 = 1 and, from the resonance condition (6), for the metamaterials n 2 = n 4 = − √ 2.5 with μ 2 = μ 4 = −μ 1 = −μ 3 = −1. The input beam is assumed to be of EHG shape G (EH) 1,1 with indices m = 1, n = 1 and its waist diameter of the order of 20 wavelengths, i.e. k i w w = 10 · 2π . Two cases of input beam polarization, the TM and the TE, are considered as follows.
Incidence of the EHG beam of TM polarization
In the NMR cavity, the EHG beam propagates and interacts with successive interfaces. At each interface, a new transverse EHG mode of orthogonal polarization is excited. Due to multiple actions of the XPC effect at each interface, the final beam field consists of both orthogonal (TM and TE) polarization components. In the case of the TM input polarization, this decomposition remains qualitatively similar to that obtained at the single dielectric-dielectric [13, 14, 18] and single metamaterial-dielectric interfaces [19] . The beam power redistribution between the DP and XP components remains qualitatively constant during beam propagation. The intensity of the DP component stays dominant and shows the same spatial decomposition as the input beam. In figure 5 , the amplitude decompositions after 0, 10, 35, 70 and 140 round trips in the NMR cavity are presented. Two orthogonal polarizations are shown in two rows. The upper row stands for the DP component, and the lower row for the excited XP component.
The power redistribution between two orthogonal components of the beam propagating in the NMR cavity is shown in figure 6 . The power maximum of the excited new mode G (EH) 1,2 is achieved roughly after 12 round trips. The exponential decay of the beam power results from beam reflections at each inter-media interface.
Incidence of the EHG beam of TE polarization
In the input beam TE polarization case, the excitation of the XP beam component of TM polarization is stronger, as can be estimated by comparison of the dashed curves in figures 6(a) and 8(a). Moreover, the XP beam component, not the DP beam component, becomes dominant after a sufficient number of round trips. The new beam component also has a different higher-order EHG mode spatial distribution. The action of the NMR cavity in this case clearly leads to switching of the total beam from the input TE polarization to the output TM polarization. Figure 7 shows the beam modes evolution in these two orthogonal polarization components.
In the DP polarization, the input mode G 0.8 
G (EH)
1,2 stays dominant in the orthogonal (excited) polarization component. The power in the two orthogonal components is shown in figure 8 . The switching from the beam of TE polarization to the beam of TM polarization is clearly visible after roughly 30 round trips.
Computation of the beam amplitudes after N round trips can be accomplished by using equations (2) 1,3 , have substantial amplitudes. All other modes are discarded in these equations due to negligible contribution of these modes to the total beam power. Figure 9 shows how the first two modes evolve after 1-70 round trips in the TE and the TM input polarization cases. Amplitudes of the modes are evaluated by the use of equation (7) together with (8) and (9) . Colours represent the magnitudes of the spectral mode coefficients. Note that EHG beams are biorthogonal, not orthogonal (see appendix A), and the total power of the selected polarization components, of the TM or TE type, contains mixed higher-order EHG terms. However, the contribution of these mixed terms is negligibly small for the cases considered here.
In the TE input beam polarization case ( figure 9(a) ), the switching to the TM polarization is clearly visible. figure 9(b) ), the input mode prevails irrespective of the number of round trips, which clearly indicates the absence of switching. The efficiency of this switching is correlated with the beam width, which is determined by values of k i w w -the narrower the beam, the stronger the XPC effect. This is a tendency characteristic to most of the reflection and transmission phenomena of beam interactions with planar structures [28] .
The dependence of the switching on the beam width is shown in figure 10 . The narrower the input beam, the earlier the polarization switching, which is stimulated by higher efficiency of the XPC effect. Therefore, for narrower beams, the XP beam component becomes dominant over the DP beam component more quickly.
Conclusions
The behaviour of optical beam modes in the optical ring resonator composed of quadrants of dielectric and metamaterial media was analysed. Only the generic case of the resonator filled with lossless and dispersionless media was considered. The action of the resonator does not depend on the transverse position of the input beam and its direction of propagation. Full compensation of the phase shifts of the propagating beam field can be achieved with the help of metamaterial media with parameters specified through the derived resonance condition. The polarization switching and the XPC of the EHG beams in this cavity are derived and confirmed by numerical simulations. It was shown that the polarization switch occurs only for the TE input beam polarization. Besides the beam polarization switching, the mode order of the EHG beam is also increased in separate beam components.
The total beam field in the resonator is composed of higher-order beam modes from which only a few are relevant in considerations of the beam power. The polarization and mode changes of the beam in the resonator have their origin in the cumulated XPC effect at the successive interfaces and in greater reflection losses for the TE polarization than for the TM polarization of the input beam. The polarization switch substantially depends on the beam width. For narrower beams, the switching effect is stronger and fewer round trips of the beam in the cavity are necessary for this switching.
It is pertinent to note at this point another type of ring cavity, which was recently modelled in [29] by advanced techniques of transformation optics [10] . The analysis resulted in medium parameters typical for the DNG anisotropic metamaterials. It was indicated that the eigenmodes confined in such a cavity have a continuous spectrum. Contrary to that, the mode spectrum of the cavity discussed here is quantized by mode indices of the EHG beams. Moreover, the analysis presented in [29] shows the absence of bending losses, in contrast to the case of the NMR cavity, where the field attenuation is nonzero due to beam partial reflections at each inter-media half-plane. Note that the problem of field attenuation has also been recently discussed in another context of attenuated total reflection in photonic waveguide metamaterial structures [30] .
It seems that it is too early to make responsible statements on probable future applications of the resonant cavity presented here. Let us note, however, that similar to the standard Hermite-Gaussian and Lagueree-Gaussian beams [31] , the EHG beam modes inter-coupled in this structure, as well as in any planar interface [13, 14] , are related to the elegant Laguerre-Gaussian beams through mode conversions [32] and that all of these beams are now considered as convenient tools in optical information coding and processing [33, 34] . We are convinced that these beams together with their XPC phenomena will soon find many applications within the range of the metamaterial science as well.
Appendix A. Orthogonality relations for the EHG beams
In analytical expressions of the EHG beams, contrary to the expressions of the standard Hermite-Gaussian beams, the arguments of the Hermite polynomials are complex. In effect the EHG beams are not orthogonal but biorthogonal [16] for higher order modes. Therefore, it can be proved that, for EHG beams, instead of the orthogonality condition for the standard Hermite-Gaussian beams, we have 
Appendix B. Phase compensation and evanescent mode amplification in the NMR cavity
In the configuration shown in figure 3 , the phase compensation and the evanescent mode amplification occur during the plane wave transmission through media 2, 3 and 4. For the TE polarization of the beam, the total transmission is given by
s t (2) s t (3) s t (4) s exp [i(k z2 l 2 + k z3 l 3 + k z4 l 4 where t (j ) s are the transmission coefficients at the inter-media boundaries specified by j = 1, 2, 3, 4, and T sD is the magnitude of T (2−4) (see also (9) ) for the partial transmission case considered here. In (B.1), the resonance condition n where the magnitude of the T sD is less than 1; here due to the beam reflections at the subsequent inter-media boundaries.
Signs of the exponents in (B.1) and (B.2) are consistent with the causality condition [4] and implies the full phase compensation and evanescent mode amplification, similar to what was derived for the perfect and near-perfect lenses [3, 7, 5] .
